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In [I] Aigner and Fromme considered a game played on a finite graph G where m pursuers try 
to catch one evader. They introduced c(G) as the minimal number m of pursuers that are 
sufficient to catch the evader and, among other things, they asked if it is true that c(G)-ck 
whenever the maximal degree of G is at most k. In the present note we give a negative answer 
to this question by showing that, for all positive integers k, n (kz 3), there exists a k-regular graph 
G with con. 
In their paper (11 Aigner and Fromme studied the following ‘game of cops and 
robbers’ played on a finite connected undirected graph G according to the following 
rules. There are two players called cop player and robber player. First the cop player 
places m cops at some of the vertices of G, where M is a given positive integer. 
(Throughout the game it is allowed that a vertex is occupied by more than one cop.) 
Then the robber player places one robber at some vertex of G. After that, the two 
players move their men alternately along edges of G. At every turn the robber may 
stay put if he chooses so. Further, at every turn the cop player is free to choose a 
non-empty subset of cops that he wants to move. The cop player wins if he catches 
the robber, i.e., if at some stage of the game a cop occupies the same vertex as the 
robber. This game has also been studied by other authors, see e.g. [3, 4, 51. 
For a given graph G, let c(G) denote the least number of cops such that the cop 
player has a winning strategy. If we have a given parameter p defined for connected 
graphs G such that p(G)e M U (0) (such as for example the genus y(G) or the 
maximal degree d(G)), then it is natural to ask whether for each k~ h\l U (0) there 
is a positive integer f(k) such that c(G) cf(k) whenever p(G) I k. A result like that 
has recently been proved for the genus of G: In [l] Aigner and Fromme have shown 
that c(G) 5 3 if G is planar and Quilliot showed in [5] that c(G) I 3 + 2k if y(G) = k 
(kr 1). Furthermore, Aigner and Fromme asked in [l] if it is true that c(G)rk 
whenever d(G)sk. In the present note we give a negative answer to this question. 
In fact we show that, for all k,nE N with kz3, there exists a k-regular connected 
graph G with c(G)rn. The main tool for the proof of this result is the following 
theorem that is due to Sachs [6, 7). For each k,gcfN with kr2, gr3, there exists 
a k-regular connected graph G such that g is the length of a smallest cycle in G. 
Our terminology is essentially the same as that of [2]. We consider only finite 
loopless undirected graphs without multiple edges. V(G) and E(G) denote the vertex 
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set and edge set of a graph G, respectively. A path P is a graph that consists of t + 1 
different vertices a,, al, . . . , a, (~ENU{O}) and the edges (a,,a;+,) (i=O,...,r- 1); 
with these notations we also write P=(a,,a,, . . . . a,); further, t is called the length 
f(P) of the path P, and P is called an (A, B)-path if aofA and a,E B. (In case that 
A=(a) or B=(b), we also write more simply (A, 6)-path or (a, B)-path or (a, 6)- 
path.) For a graph G, let A, B c V(G) and a, b E V(G); then \A, BIG denotes the 
distance of A and B in G; analogously, the symbols jA,blo and ja,& are used. 
For A c V(G), N,(A,G) is the graph that is spanned in G by {DE V(G): jA,u/o~r) 
((20). diam G denotes the diameter of a connected graph G, i.e., 
diam G=max{lu, wIo:o, WE V(G)). 
A cycle K is a graph that consists of tr3 different vertices a,,q, .._,a(_ 1 and the 
edges (e;,Uj) with j=i+ 1 (mod t). I(K): = I&K)/ is called the length j(K) of the 
cycle K. For each graph G that contains at least one cycle, the girth g(G) is the length 
of a shortest cycle contained in G. A graph G is called n-regular if each vertex of 
G is incident to exactly n edges of G (nr0). 
Lemma. For each n, d E tN with n,dz2, there exists an n-regular connected graph 
G with the following properties. 
(i) For each CS V(G) with 15 /Cl in - 1 and each r E V(G) \ C’, there exists a 
neighbor r’ of r with d< IC, r’[o_ (r,r,f. 
(ii) g(G) 1 (d - 3)/2. 
Proof. Let G be an n-regular connected graph with g(G) 2 2d + 1. (The existence of 
such a graph follows from the above result of Sachs [6, 71.) Let us assume that (i) 
is false for G. Then there is a certain Cc V(G), 15 JCI in - 1, and some r E V(G) \ C 
such that the following holds. Let rI, . . . . r, be the neighbors of r in G; then for 
each i= 1 , . . . , r~ there exists a (C, ri)-path Pi in G - (r, ri) with f(Pi) I d - 1. It follows 
that rePi (i= 1, . . . . n), since otherwise P,lJ (r, r;) would contain a cycle of length at 
most d in contradiction to g(G) 2 2d + 1, and therefore we can define Qi to be the 
(C,r)-path that results from Pi by adding r and (ri,r) to Pi (i= l,...,n). Since 
15JCl5n- 1, there are two paths Qj, Qk (j#tk) which have a common terminal 
vertex CE C. From this one easily concludes that QjU Qk contains a cycle K. It 
follows that I(K) 5 IE(QjU Qk)l I /(Pi) + f(Pk) + 2 s 2d, which contradicts g(G) 1 
2d + 1. This proves (i). (ii) is a trivial consequence of g(G) 2 2d+ 1. 0 
Theorem. For each k, n E N with k t 3, there exists a k-regular connected graph H 
with c(H) >- n. 
Proof. Let kr 3 be fixed. Then it suffices to prove our theorem for infinitely many 
values n, and therefore it is sufficient to consider only values n for which a (k- l)- 
regular connected graph with exactly n vertices exists. (The fact that there are 
infinitely many n E N with this property is an immediate consequence of the above 
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result of Sachs; of course this can also be easily derived without using Sachs’s 
result.) 
Thus, for a certain n E kl, let A be a (k- I)-regular connected graph with 
(V(A)( =n. (Note that this implies n23.) Let further d be an integer with 
(1) d?2 diam A+3. 
For these integers n and d, let G be a graph as in the preceeding lemma. Now, for 
each DE V(G) let A(o) be an isomorphic copy of A such that Gf1A(u)=0 for each 
o E V(G) and A(u)ilA(w) =0 whenever u# w and u, w E V(G). Further, for each 
u E V(G) and each eE E(G) such that IJ and e are incident, pick an arbitrary vertex 
tfcA(u) such that u/#uh whenever f and h are different edges of G that are 
incident to a common vertex u. (Note that this choice is possible since G is n-regular 
and 1 V(A(u))j = n.) Let H be the graph with 
V(H): = (X:XE V(A(u)) for some u E V(G)} 
and 
E(H): ={x:xcE(A(u)) for some ~EV(G)}U{(~~,~~):~=(~,~)EE(G)}. 
Then H is a k-regular connected graph. Hence our theorem will be proved in case 
we have shown that c(H) L n. Thus let us assume that n - 1 cops are given. We shall 
show that the robber has a winning strategy. 
For the rest of the proof, we shall use the following notations. For aE V(H), let 
a* always denote the vertex in G to which a corresponds, i.e., aEA(a*). Similarly 
for S C_ V(H), let S *: = {a*:acS). Further, for ac V(H) we also write A(a) instead 
of A(a*). 
Let C,, c V(H) be the vertices on which the n - 1 cops are placed at the beginning 
of the game. Pick ZE V(G) \ C,*. (Note that z with this property exists since jC,*j I 
n - 1 and G is n-regular.) Hence we can apply (i) of our lemma to find that there 
is a neighbor z’ of z in G with ds (C$,Z’(~_.(~~,). Let so E V(A(z)), rot V(A(z’)) be 
the vertices with (so, ro) E E(H). Consequently by (1) we have 
diam A +252 diam A+3sdrIC,*,z’lc_(t,L,)=)CO*,rO*IG_(~*,r~). 
Further, because zB C,*, we have sod Co. Let r. be the first position of the robber. 
Hence Co c V(N) and (so, ro) E E(H) have the following properties. 
(2) 1 s jCol s n - 1, r. d A(so) and further 
(ae) diam A+21(Co*,,ro*JG-(S~,Tgt), and 
(bo) soeCo. 
We claim that the following holds. 
(3) Let CrV(H) with ls[Cjsn-1 and (s,~)EE(H) with rtfA(s), and let us 
assume that 
(a) diam A+2~jC*,r*~G_~s.,,~~ and 
(b) se C. 
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Then there exists a vertex s, EA(T) with the following properties. Let P be an 
arbitrary (r,s+)-path in A(r) which possesses minimal length among all (r,s+)- 
paths in A(r), and let us write t: =I(P) and P=~O=r,pI,.._,pt=s+). Let further 
r+ be the vertex with (s+,T+)EE(H) and r+ GA@+). Then 
(3.1) jC,pjjHli+2 (i=O, . . . . t), and 
(3.2) IC,r+I,rt+2. 
(3.3) Further, if C, is a set of vertices with C, c N,+,(C,H), then 
(a+) diam A+2~(C=,rf[,_(,:,,:,, and 
(b+)s+@C+. 
Before we prove (3) we shall show that it easily follows from (2) and (3) that the 
robber can never be caught by the cops if he moves according to the following 
strategy. Let us assume that, at some stage of the game, C is the vertex set where 
the cops are placed, let further r be the vertex where the robber is placed, let s be 
the vertex with (s,T) E&H) and r@A(s), and assume (a) and (b). Furthermore, 
assume that the next move has to be done by the cop player. (Note that by (2) this 
situation is given at the beginning of the game when the robber has occupied r, and 
the cops are still placed on Co.) Now let P,s+ and r+ be as in (3) and let Q be the 
(r,r+)-path that results from P by adding r+ and (s,,~,) to P. Then it follows 
from (3.1) and (3.2) that, whatever the cop player does in his next t + 1 moves, the 
robber can move along Q to r+ without being caught. Further, if C, is the vertex 
set on which the cops are placed when (after t + 1 moves on Q) the robber arrives 
at r+, then C, c N,+,(C,H), and consequently by (3.3) we have (a+) and (b.). 
Thus by t + 1 moves along Q the robber can reproduce the initial situation. Hence 
for the proof of our theorem it remains to prove (3). 
Proof of (3). Because r*eC* (by (a)) and l~lC*j~n- 1, we can apply (i) 
of the Lemma. Thus we find that there exists a neighbor y of r* in G with 
dsjC*,~J~_(~*,~~,. Let S, E V(A(r)) and r+ E V(A(y)) such that (s+,T+)EE(H). 
Hence 
(3.4) ds IC*AI,-,,:,,:,. 
Further by (ii) of the lemma and (1) 
(3.5) g(G)rdiam A. 
Let P=(po=r,p,,..., p, = s, ) be defined as in (3). We claim that 
(3.6) If,pi(H=i (i=O ,..., t). 
Proof of (3.6). It obviously suffices to show that P has minimal length among all 
(r,s+)-paths in H. Thus let W=(wO=r, wl, . . . . w,=s+) be a (r,s+)-path in H. If 
Wg.A(r), then f(W)zf(P) by the definition of P. If WSEA(r), then consider the 
subgraph W*ofGwith V(W*)={Wj*:j=O,...,T}andE(W*)={(wj*,wj*+,):O(jSr 
and wj*# wj*, ,}. One easily finds that W * contains a cycle K. (We leave the details 
to the reader,) Hence, by (3.9, I(W)rlE(W*)lrf(K)rg(G)1diam AI&P). 
Hence (3.6). 
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Next we shall prove (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3). 
Proof of (3.1). For a given i (Osi~f), let W be an arbitrary (C,p;)-path in H. If 
(s,r)$ W, then 
j(W)= ICPilH-(s.r)z lC*JJi*lG-(s*,r*,= lC*J*IC-(s*,r’), 
and consequently by (a) f(W) 2 diam A + 2 z i+ 2. If (s, r) E W, then let W= 
(WI), WI, **et w,) with w~EC, w,=pi and w,=r (0501r). Since w,#s by (b) and 
w,dA(r) by (a), we conclude that ~722. Consequently I(W)r2+[r,pij~=2+i by 
(3.6). Hence l(W)ri+ 2 in any case, which proves (3.1). 
Proof of (3.2). Let W be an arbitrary (C,r+)-path in H. If (s+,f+) B W, then it 
follows from (3.4) and (1) that 
I(W)~IC,T+I~-(~,,~,)~~C*,~~(~-(~:,~:)~~Z~ diam A+3 
zdiam A+2rt-t2. 
If (s+,T+)E W, then I(W/)zlC,s+l,=IC,p,J~rr+2 by (3.1). This proves (3.2). 
Proof of (3.3). Let C, sN,+,(C, H). Then s +,r+ d C, by (3.1) and (3.2). Hence 
(b,) and C, G Nt+,(C, H-(s+,r+)). Now let us assume that (a+) is false. Hence 
diam A+~>/cI,~&_(~:,~:) for a certain c, EC,. Because c, EC+ G 
N,+,(C,H-(s+,r+)) there exists a CEC such that 
~c*,~+*~~-~~~,~~~~~c,c+~~_~~+,~+~~t+ 1 <diam A  1. 
Hence by the triangle-inequality 
Ic*J:lG-(,:J:,~ c I 
diam A+3. 
the other have 2 diam A+3~~C*,r~[c_cs~~r~~ by (3.4). This 
contradiction 
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